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Enter into the Fullness of God Love!

A

s you enter into the Fullness of God Love, you find that there is no
place you would rather reside. It is that Love that allows for all of
the Cosmos to operate. God Love is the exhaustless Source that fuels
the Eternal Cycles, the Outpourings, and the Fullness of all that God
has determined to be the need, the Abundance, the Fabric of Life that
is lived. Blessed hearts, how glorious is the day when you approach the
altar of your own Mighty I AM Presence, your heart ablaze with Love
for God, surging through the entirety of your being so powerfully that
you are sure that to leave that state of God Consciousness would be such
a travesty that you would surely cease to exist.
This is why I, Saint Germain, have taken up the work of the Violet
Flame and the message of the I AM Presence. For without the Presence,
where is the true life that is to be lived? Where is the Love that one can
receive and give? When you invoke the Violet Flame, it is the Love of God
that washes away any negativity that it comes in contact with. For that
Love is All-Consuming. It knows nothing but the Purity of God Love
and that divine estate of Perfection that is intended to be.
Yes, you know this intellectually, but have you applied it to the Fullness
of God Love and your understanding of how that Love pours out from the
Mighty I AM Presence and washes in, through, and around the cells of
your physical body, the bloodstream of your physical body, the emotional
body, the mental body, the memory body, making each vehicle ready
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for the flow, the charge, and the God Direction of the Mind of God to
respond on the instant and to make ready the Temple of the Presence?
And what are you ready for? You are ready for that Divine Plan,
that Divine Mission, which for many incarnations has only been a mere
thought awaiting the time when you could receive that thought and put
it into action. After all, the Mind of God knows well that if you were
called to your mission prematurely, you would not be equipped with the
talents, with the Light, and with the momentum of God Power to be God
Victorious. So the Presence waits until that hour when the Love of God
has washed away any misgivings, mistakes, or negativity that has lodged
within the folds of your garments, perhaps hidden away for a long time.
But now you have elected to invoke the Flame of God and allow God's
Love to enter into your life.
Oh, you are sure that the love of nature, the love of family, the love
of your profession are the greatest experiences you could possibly have
while in the physical octave. But it is not so, blessed ones. For have you
not heard within the sound of the voice of every one of the Ascended or
Cosmic Beings that have addressed you throughout the ages from this
altar that charge of their Consciousness that adores God beyond measure?
Have you not seen how they have striven mightily to attain to the ability,
the Wisdom, and the momentum of God Consciousness to be able to
speak directly to your Heart Flame, to entreat you to come be a part of
the Allness of God?
Let your Light so shine before your brothers and sisters, your fellow
man, woman, and child to telegraph that you do not count yourself so wise
beyond measure as to feel superior to them. You are simply expressing
the boundless Love of God where you are. You are allowing that Love to
flow as freely as the Presence desires, and in so doing, you truly touch the
hearts and minds of all you contact. The nature of that God Love cannot
be mistaken for any other activity in your frame of reference. For it stirs
your very heart, it strengthens your spine, it illumines your mind, and it
allows you to realize the very best of your God Identity, the Mighty I AM
Presence. For when the Purity of God Love approaches, it releases such
a Charge of Light and corresponding Love, which instantly spans across
all planes of consciousness, to greet the heart that loves and extends its
Love to God.
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There have been many things throughout my incarnations that I
placed my attention upon, trying first this, that, or another thing that
would awaken mankind to the reality of their true Divine Self. But no
area and no effort has been as successful as the illumining Truth of
the Mighty I AM Presence as the Love of God, the Power of God, the
Wisdom of God that is anchored right upon the Altar of the Heart of
each Son and Daughter of God, waiting to be invoked and to expand
more of the Presence of God in their life. This expansion, blessed hearts,
can be activated by the use of the Violet Flame in every case, for it is the
application of Violet Flame expanding and expanding and expanding to
engulf the entirety of your life, spilling over into the associations, families,
professions, communities, countries, and the world that dissolves away
all that stands between that Flame upon the Altar of the Heart and the
Fullness of your God Presence. Knowing this power of transmutation
and the efficacy of the Love of God to bind all together in the Purity of
God Realization, it was indeed the right course for me to proclaim the
Truth of the Mighty I AM Presence to the Sons and Daughters of God
both now and throughout this coming two-thousand-year cycle.
Some of you perhaps will be reembodied five hundred or a thousand
years from now. Some of you will be ascended in the Octaves of Light.
Regardless of your own position, you will all recognize the shift of
consciousness of mankind because more and more they will have come
to know of the I AM Presence and will have invoked the Violet Flame.
Where the Love of God is present in the land, the Earth will flourish
and move forward, expanding the Light and the Consciousness of God
until the Golden Age is complete, the cycles are fulfilled, and until the
commitment of each Mighty I AM Presence to the Manus of the root
races, to the Lords of Karma, and to Alpha and Omega is complete.
Of course I must tell you, as wonderful as all of that will be for the
Earth, you will be ready for a new mission and a new cycle. Just as I, Saint
Germain, will embrace new vistas, new horizons. For with God there is
never boredom. There is never sameness. As the flow of the Charge of
Light washes through your vehicles of consciousness, you are ever renewed
in the Presence of God. You want only for that Presence to chart your
course, to signal you of the signposts along your journey, a journey that
many of you started long, long ago – further back than you could begin
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to embrace with your outer mind. And you are yet on the journey, but
that journey has at last begun to focus upon the divine nature of your
True Self, the Mighty I AM Presence.
Doing so has enabled you to surrender all of those things that you have
carried about you as burdens, debts, negativity, misgivings, misperceptions,
and even hatreds of some part of life or another, enabling them to drop
off of your vehicles into the Violet Flame to be no more, embracing
instead your Mighty I AM Presence, pouring out your Love to God. As
that Presence adores you, as you adore the Presence, and you discover
that life is one vast and glorious Adoration of the Allness of God and
the circle is complete, then you will desire for nothing else save to be in
the service of that Presence of God. I can tell you surely as I am standing
before you this day, that that utter givingness of the Love of God has been
the motor and the determining factor in every occasion of my lifestream
while incarnated. For once you know of the Presence of God and how
that Presence of God beckons you always without fail to come up a little
higher in vibration, come a little closer, love a little more, then you know
that you are on the right path for your lifestream.
The coming Easter Conclave will trace many of these steps along
the way that are the signposts that you can follow. For others, many of
these selfsame signposts will not speak to them, nor will they adhere to
their requirements, but to your Heart Flame they will have significance.
For your Presence knows your history, knows the significance of those
victories already won in previous incarnations, knows the paths that you
have followed, knows the loves you have loved, and you still feel all these
as encouragements that you know and revere, for they, like the signposts,
ring out clear and strong to your Heart Flame as the Truth of God Reality.
And so you will follow that steep Path wherever it leads, knowing
and trusting in your own Heart Flame, for you have known firsthand the
Love of God, you still have the burning pressure of that Love upon the
Altar of your Heart in each plane of consciousness. For now you know
yourself as a focus of the One Heart, the One Flame of the Mighty I AM
Presence and in that knowing, blessed ones, is present all you require and
all you desire of life. Then everything else begins to fall into place. The
doors open with opportunities for you to act upon, and you know when
they are indeed true and in divine order, for the Flame on the Altar of
your Heart signals you that it is so. The Mind of God telegraphs to you,
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“Be responsive, follow through, be determined in these endeavors.” All
because you loved God enough to call forth that Love into your Temple.
Throughout the ages, your Love will be tested, for it goes without
saying that your Presence only desires your Love. When your Presence
receives your Love, all else is able to stream forth into your outer vehicles,
prompting you, directing you, transmuting you, illumining you, healing
you. All the God Qualities that you desire and that you require come
flooding forth when there is enough Love for God.
So my message to you this night: If you have difficulty with Hierarchy
– which most do, oddly enough – recognize that perhaps it is because the
human ego rails against bending the knee before the Truth of the Mind
of God, your very own Mighty I AM Presence taking command of your
life. Most of mankind find themselves in limitations of their own making,
for their perception of God is that they must be perfect before they invite
God into their life, when it is really the other way around. God desires
to be invited into your life to purify it, to transmute it, to bring about the
Perfection of the truth of who you are.
Oh yes, there have been many missed steps along the way as you have
made your journey through life, but just as quickly as you call upon the
Law of Forgiveness and allow the Love of your own God Presence and
the Ascended Masters to flood into your life that Ray of Divine Sunshine
pours forth to purify, to heal, to love. Just as the plants and all of nature
hunger for the physical sun of your planet, so you, blessed hearts, hunger
for the Sun, the Light of your Mighty I AM Presence. And when you allow
that Light in to your world, it dissolves those mortal perceptions born
out of worn out doctrines and dogmas of religious pursuits, of misgivings
and mis-instruction over the many centuries and centuries of life in the
Earth's schoolrooms of higher education. And you find true Illumination
pierces through unreality, parting the way to allow the Love of God to
stream through and transmute on the instant all that has plagued and
shuttered you away from the bright Light of your own God Presence.
As you prepare for the celebration of your own Christhood with
the coming of the Conclave of Light, understand, blessed hearts, that
you need not be perfect to sit in the sanctuary, to attend to this Altar
wherever your sanctuary may be, to enter into that Holy Communion
with your Mighty I AM Presence and the Ascended and Cosmic Beings
who will take you by the hand and step by step show you the ascent into
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the Heart of the Presence of God. And you will glean along the way the
beautiful wildflowers that grow, that are tamed by the Hand of God in
the Perfection of the Divine Estate strewn before your pathway. You will
discover new heights of consciousness as your attention is drawn higher
and higher to embrace a greater understanding of the nature of God than
you have heretofore entertained. And all the while your feet shall remain
firmly planted upon terra firma, and you will discover there is more to
you than this physical body that you wear. Suddenly you have the sense
that your Mighty I AM Presence reaches all the way to the Great Central
Sun, carrying along with you all those who wish to make the journey.
O blessed hearts, prepare for the ascent to the mountaintop of
attainment by the grace of the Love of God and the I AM Presence. I,
Saint Germain, promise you, it is worth every seeming inconvenience of
the outer circumstances of your life to make this journey. I will be there.
Along the way you will catch a glimpse of my piercing gaze, reminding you
to love and be loved by God. Mine will be the burning fire that warms you
in the cold upper atmosphere when you find yourself sometimes fatigued,
wondering if you can go another inch. Suddenly the Love of God will
appear, reminding you of its warmth and the glow that is always there,
and so you are renewed once more, that your journey may continue on.
Blessed hearts, on this, a day when the world celebrates its version of
Love, you must know that I love you. I have always loved you and always
will. Together we will ascend the mountaintop, and you will have your
Ascension at the appointed hour that your Presence has elected.
Be sealed in the Love of God and the Reality of the I AM Presence
that you have come to know as your Divine Self and the Truth of Life
that you live.
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